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Physical Properties of Wood
Wood is an extremely versatile material. In many cases, more than one property of wood is
important to the end product, in this case model ship building. For example, to select a wood species, the
value of appearance type properties, such as texture, grain pattern and colour may be evaluated against
the influence of characteristics such as machineability, dimensional stability, decay resistance and paint
adhesion. Wood exchanges moisture with air; the amount and direction of the exchange (gain or loss)
depends on the relative humidity, temperature of surrounding air and the current amount of water in the
wood. This moisture relationship has an important influence on wood properties and performance.

Appearance
Grain and texture
The terms grain and texture are commonly used rather loosely in connection with wood. Grain is often
used in reference to annual growth rings, but can also indicate the direction of the fibres, as in straight,
spiral and curly grain. It can also refer to wood as open and close grained, which are terms reflecting the
relative size of the pores. ‘Even’ texture generally means uniformity in cell dimensions. Fine textured
woods have small, even textured cells. Woods that have larger even–sized cells are considered medium
textured woods. When the words grain or texture is used, the intended meaning should be made clear.

Plain and Quartersawn
Lumber can be cut from a log in two different ways:
(a) Tangential to the annual rings, producing flatsawn or
plainsawn lumber in hardwoods and flatsawn or slash
grained lumber in softwoods, and
(b) Radially from the pith or parallel to the rays, producing
quartersawn lumber in hardwoods and edge-grained or
vertical grained lumber in softwoods (Fig. 3-1)
Quartersawn lumber is not usually cut strictly parallel with the
rays. In plainsawn boards, the surfaces next to the edges are
often far from tangential to the rings. In practice, lumber with
rings at angles of 45° to 90° to the wide surface is called
quartersawn, and lumber with angles of 0° to 45° to the wide
surface is called plainsawn. Hardwood lumber in which annual
rings form angles of 30° to 60° to the wide face is sometimes
called bastard sawn. Some advantages of plainsawn and
quartersawn lumber are given in Table 3-1

Decorative Features
The decorative value of wood depends upon its colour, figure and lustre, as well as the way in
which it bleaches or takes fillers, stains, paints and transparent finishes. Because of all the combinations of
colour and shades, it is impossible to give detailed colour descriptions of the various kinds of wood.
Sapwood of most species is light in colour, in some species almost white. In most species,
heartwood is darker and more uniform in colour. In others, such as hemlock, spruce, the true firs,
basswood and beech, there is little difference in colour between sapwood and heartwood. Table 3-2
describes several common domestic woods.

In open grained hardwoods, the appearance of both plainsawn and quartersawn lumber can be varied
greatly by the use of fillers of different colours. In softwoods the annual growth layers can be made to
stand out by applying a stain. Knots, pin wormholes and decay in any lumber should be avoided for model
making.

Moisture Content
Moisture content of wood is defined as the weight of water in wood expressed as a fraction, usually
percentage, of the weight of ovendry wood. Weight, shrinkage, strength and all other properties depend
upon the moisture content of wood. In trees, the moisture content can range from about 30% to more than
200% of the weight of the wood substance. In softwood, the moisture content of sapwood is usually
greater than that of heartwood. In hardwood, the difference between sapwood and heartwood depends
more on the species. The average moisture contents are given in Table 3-3. These values are considered
typical, but there is considerable variation within and between trees.
Moisture can exist in wood as liquid water (free water) or water vapour in cell lumens and cavities and as
water held chemically (bound water) within cell walls. Green wood is often defined as freshly sawn timber
in which the cell walls are completely saturated; however, green wood usually contains additional water in
the lumens. The moisture content at which both the cell lumens and the cell walls are completely saturated
with water is the maximum possible moisture content. The fibre saturation point of wood averages about
30% moisture content, and is often considered as that moisture content below which the physical and
mechanical properties begin to change. During drying, the outer parts of a board can be less than fibre
saturation while the inner parts are still greater than fibre saturation.

Equilibrium Moisture Content
The moisture content of wood below the fibre saturation point is a function of both relative humidity and
temperature of the surrounding air. Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC) is defined as that moisture
content at which the wood neither gaining nor losing moisture: an equilibrium condition has been reached.
The relationship between EMC, relative humidity and temperature is shown in Table 3-4. For most practical
purposes, the values may be applied to wood of any species.

Sorbtion Hysteresis
The amount of water adsorbed from a dry
condition to equilibrium with any relative humidity is
always less than the amount retained in the process of
drying from a wetter condition to equilibrium with that
same relative humidity.
The ratio of adsorption EMC to desorption EMC is
constant at about 0.85. Data in Figure 3-2 is thought to
represent a condition midway between adsorption and
desorption.
Shrinkage
Wood is dimensionally stable when the moisture
content is greater than the fibre saturation point. Wood changes
dimension as it gains or loses moisture below that point. It
shrinks when losing moisture from the cell walls and swells
when gaining it. This shrinking and swelling can result in
warping, checking, splitting, and loosening. It is therefore
important that these phenomena be understood for model
making.
Wood is an anisotropic material, it shrinks most in the
direction of the annual growth rings (tangentially), about half as
much across the grain (radially), and only slightly along the grain
(longitudinally). The combined effects can distort the shape of
wood pieces. The major types of distortion as a result of these
effects are illustrated in Fig 3-3

Table 3-5 shows shrinkage values of some domestic woods.

Table 3-6 shows shrinkage values of some imported woods.

Working Qualities
The ease of working wood with hand tools generally varies directly with the specific gravity of the wood.
The lower the specific gravity, the easier it is to cut the wood with sharp tools. Tables 3-7 and 3-7A list the
specific gravity values for various native and imported species, and can be used as a general guide to the
ease of working with hand tools.

Table 3-7 Hardwood – Specific Gravity

Table 3-7A Softwood – Specific Gravity

A wood species that is easy to cut does not necessarily develop a smooth surface when it is machined.
Three major factors other than density can affect the production of a smooth surface during wood
machining; interlocked and variable grain, hard mineral deposits and reaction wood, particularly tension
wood in hardwoods. Some of these factors can be minimised by careful attention to feed rate, cutting angle
and sharpness of tools. Hard deposits can have a pronounced dulling effect on all cutting edges. Tension
wood can cause fibrous and fuzzy surfaces and can be very troublesome in species of lower density.
Evaluations of tests of U.S. Hardwoods is given in table 3-8

